Certificate of Authenticity
George kikotis was born in 1968 in Alma - Ata in the
former Soviet Union, he graduated with honours from the
High School of Fine Arts in Sculpture Department of the
Alma - Ata. He has attended sculpture seminars in many
occasions (1992 - 1995) at the School of Fine Arts Strogganov of Moscow. He graduated with honours in 2010
the Faculty of Fine Arts of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. Lives and works in Thessaloniki where medium
retains its own sculpture workshop. He is vice president
of the Association of Visual Artists of Northern Greece. He
is a member of the Chamber of Fine Arts of Greece and
IACS. The artist’s works are in many private collections in
Greece, Russia, Germany, England.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION. Original bronze sculpture of
George kikotis, completed on August 2013, within
Myrό Antiques House premises, in Souroti, Thessaloniki,
GREECE, as part of the Greek Marble Initiative. Dimensions: 42 X 12 X 11 cm.

We assure that the sculpture depicted and described hereby is an
one - of - a - kind original work of art, derived from the observation, imagination,
sketch or photograph, of the sculptor GEORGE KIKOTIS, created for the “Greek
Marble Initiative”, which is an “Myrό Antiques House” artistic project initiated to
boost the creativity and recognition of Greek sculpturing and marble worldwide.
All Copyrights and Reproduction Rights are retained by Myrό Antiques House as
previously agreed with the creator of the original artwork. This sculpture may not
be reproduced by any process or material without the expressed written permission of Myrό Antiques House and its owner Mr. Stavros Muronidis.

______________________________________
Stavros Muronidis, owner & copyright holder of Myrό Antiques House and the artwork
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